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Two studies are reported. The first is based on
Piaget's assertion that the child's representation of his world is
dependent on the level ot cognitive development at which he is
currently functioning. Forty-eight normals and 48 retardates were
given a visual memory task. They were asked to recall a configural
presentation in a number of ways, immediately, one week after, and 6
months after the initial presentation. Piaget's proposition that
memory is an integral part of intelligence is given support. Normals
were found to be superior to retardates on the task. Similar findings
are reported in a 2nd study which focused on a seriation task: (1)

significant improvement did not occur in the performances of the
youngest groap, suggesting that the schema of seriation was
incompletely developed; and (2) overall, the performance of normals
exceeded that of retardates over time, even though the groups had
been matched for MA and CA. It is suggested that conditions present
in the mentally retarded preclude the improvement noted in normals of
equivalent mental ages. (TL)
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pzasent con3idaratiOn centers on the development of operatory thought: i.e.,

cr-gntive processes - and its relation to the memory process in normals and re-

t-zOntes. Interest is in the basic capncicies and dispositions which the learner

b_ings to the experimental situation and which determinr the initial retention

anC, i-amedinte storage of information subsequently to be reealled or reLrieved.

-her thnn being a distinct behavior, Piaget suggests that memory is a special

..:ase of intelligence (1968). When an individual is presented with an object

future representations rely on the level of cognitive development that the person

attained (at the time of recall): .e., if presented with an nrr L t

ometric shapes, the subject's memory for this arrangement will be enhanced

he has s:eached the level of operations which allow him to work with classificatory

icns.

ult of the Genevan memory research was to show the de- lopmental diffenc

among three types of memory: recognitive, reconstructive, and evocative. Recog-

nitory memory dc.p nds on perception alone: i.e., no understanding, o higL,e

levels of intellect are needed for recall. Evocative memory requires me fon

operational development: i.e., representational thought is necessary fcr
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1.11 from the Division of Research and Demonstration Grants, Socia-
tion Service, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D. G.,
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-ceproduct Hence, while rocognitory thought is present in young, childr-- and

:11b-human organisms, evocative memory must wait for higher levels of operational

ri.evelopme t.

1, t- en recoqnitive and evocative memory is an intermedote type of memory desig-

rated as reconstructive memory. This form of memory is employed when the cubject

is asked to reconstruct, from a random assortment of objects, a stimulus form or

.rangement seen earlier. Through recognitory memory the subject will recognize

t'au 7art s of the stimulus object. Since elements must be arranged into the pre-

1,-.1y-vieued cenfiguration, thus calling Zor classificatory skills, evocative

melaory also enters into the task (Piaget, 1968).

Ivemory Research from a Cognitive Point of View

:C.-though there are many studies in the literature delving into the processes of

pemory and the effects it may have on learning there are few which follow :iagel.'s

-,Jor;,digm. Research carried out by Inhelder and Piaget most clearly repreentE,

the Genevan hypotheses. In one study (Piaget, 1968) children, r,ges 3-7, were

..lown an ordered array of sticks which varied in size from nine to "Ciftecn,

meters. One week after presentation each subject was asked to draw what he hri

;een the previous week. Finally, six moLhs later, a second draling was requented.

Thre interesting findings evolved from the Genevan study. Virst, one wee;:; rc

resentations suggested that retention was not necessarily comprised of the ?e

ceived stirulus, but instead was a replica of what had been assimilated in the

subject's schematic organization. For example, 3- to year old subjects had

reached nn operational level which allowed them to reproduce sticks of ua.,.

length. At more advanced levels and as understanding of seriation oe=urra tl. the

subjz!cts were able to recr se.nt the stimulus as an ordered array.



second finding was that all subjects "claimed" they remembered the stimulus

pbject. However, when given the opportunity to demonstrnte the memory by 2 draw-

ing, it was noted that there were marked discrepancies between what subj cts

ought they remembered and empirical memory evidence: i.e., rather than remem-

.:':2ring the complete configuration, a majority of subjects retained only a part

ci the configuration.

747, of the subjects in the study were found to have inclased recoil:

1,e., their drawings of the initial configuration indicated better recollection

at sl_x months than at one we k. These results led Piaget and Inhelder to con-

clude that memory is a coding process, and when improvement occurred it wns the

cierntional structures that had become modified, a scheme or system more ade-

quately structured than before. The six-month drawing was indicative of the

current operative level, not of the level at which the subject previously opera-

ted during the initial presentation (Inhelder and Sinclai 1968).

The study previously di cussed dealt with memory tasks demanding satiation abiii-

Aes. Children who are tering school are generally able to complute su:zh tasks,

a a second study reported by Inhelder and Sinclair (1968) a stimulus represent-

ing a higher level of operatory thought involving classificatory ability was `-m-

ployd. As illustrated in Figu e 1, subjects were presented with a board on

geomet ic figures were arranged two by Mo (side by side).

Insert Figure 1

Based na previous theory it was hypothesized that the only subect r.n woul6 be

able to remember the figure would be those who had reached the level o opera-

tions (8 to 12 years ) at which combinatory problems could be successfully !latk,d.

ores obta ned six months after viewin2: the configuration weri: an improvealent





over scores obtnincd one week after viewing. Only older subjects could success-

fully complete the task: i.e., closely reproduce the initial stimulus configu-

tion. However, the increased scor s of younger subjects suggested opera:tory

d velopment.

Recent re:eerch by Iltmeyer et ci. (1963) substantiated results reported by

inhelder and Sinclair (1968). Approximately 100 kindergarten children wore

-wn the ordered array of soriated sticks. Significant improvement in memory

for the array wns noted across the six-month period. Recall questions directing

the aubject's thought to size, shape, or color of the sticks did not differ 1-

tinny facilit, -e or inhibit recall. Finally, to determine whether children's

drawings become ordered as a function of age rather than memory, the authors

asked for random drawings of sticks from three age groups - kindergarten, first,

and second graders. If results of these analyses suggested specific

of construction then one might assume that there is 8n inherent ordering in

Piaget's stick task since Chose subjects had never seen 0 specific ordering of

the sticks. There were no differences between the groups relative to or ering

or patterning: i.e., no specific patterning of the sticks was produced by any

.7oup. Thus, it seemed likely that "memory" for the initially presented array

significantly contributed to the results. Any ordering that was produced relied

on operational thought.

Studies reviewed tend to be supportive of Piaget's assertion Cha

representation of his wo ld is dependent on the level of eognitiw development

at which he is currently functioning. There is need to study tLes_- proeesaes tn

a retarded population to d termine if the hypotheses obtain .J:o this end tbe

present investigation attempts to assess the development of meu ry processes

retardates and norm.ls.



Methodology

The sample (W=96) included 48 normals, ages 8-18, WISC or WA1S IQ 90-110, and

48 retardates, ages 8-18, WISC or WAIS IQ 50-75. The subjects were randomly se-

lected (random numbers technique) from regular and special education classrooms

in the Nushaminy nnd Penasbury, Pennsylvania, school districts. Stratification

rt terms of scleto-economic class was accomplished through use of W ner's Index

of Social Characte is ics.

Procedure

The approach employed by Inhelder and Sinclair (1968) was followed in the current

investigat-ion. Initially, the subject was presented with e board on which geo-

metric shapes (circles, rectan les, and diamonds) were pnsted in an ordered side-

by-side nrrangement in groups of three (see Figure 1) The subject was asked to

look at the stimulus configuration and describe what he saw. After giving the

subject three minutes to view the arrangemen he board was taken away. The

subject was then asked to draw what he had just seen.

The week after the initial presentation of the configuration the subject's memory

for it was assessed. First, the subject was asked to describe and then draw what

he had seen previously. After the drawing was completed, a randomized group of

ceomet c shapes was presented for errongcuwilt wfth the' ifiroetior T T.7 itirlfr ";4L t

you s,w before".

Finally, after sh monthn hnd elapsed, each subject was again asked to (1) des-

cribe, (2) draw, and (3) arrange the shapes he h d previously been required to

reproduce one week nfter the initial Viewin.S. No timQ liMit was placed on the

dr.,,,,iow 1 ,r 1-7.0



Prior to data gnthering a pilot study was conducted to determine the difficulty of

:.;he task for retnt%ied subjects of the same age and IQ as those in the present sam-

pJ The result- indicated that methodologically the task was not too difficult

for the subje ts: i.e., they understood the directions and had little difficulty

in d awing the object

Finally, subjects who had never seen the arrangement were asked to "draw circles,

diamonds, and rectangles" to determine if a basic ordering of these objects existed.

Regults indicated that no order existed among those s mples: i.e., in general,

both normal and retarded subjects drew only one circle, one rectnngle, and one

diamond.

Scoring System

Both memory drawings and arrangements wore scored on a zero-to-eight point scale

adapted from Inhelder and Sinclair (1968). Response content was assessed rather

thna aesthetic quality: i.c., the extent to which the representation resembled

the original figure wns of prime interest.

a

tct an effort to establish inter-rater reliability correlations were generated from

.qta scored by two judges. Coefficients rangeu from .93 to .99, suggesting a high

egree of inter-rater reliability.

Reaults

tention scores for all subjects were included in the data analyses. These scores

represent the amount of information retained by the individual immediately, orm

week, and six months after the initial viewing of the configuration. Two t,yp

retention scores were obtained: (1) drawing - S was required to draw th-:2 original

configu iti.n from memory at the three previously mentioned intervals, and (2) re-



construction - after giving memory drawing at one week the subject was given a ran-

dom assortment of geometric figures from which he was to reconstruct the original

configuration.

Means and standard d vintions were employed as indic s of central tendency and

dispersion. The results of thes analyses are set forth in Table 1. Drawings 1,

and III represent n ff ry dr wings - immediate, ono week, and six months respec-

tf.vely. Reconstruction I and II signify memory reconstruction at one week and six

A four-factor (2 x 3 x 2 x 1) an lysis rsf variance with repeated observntians on

the fourth factor was applied in an effort to determine if "within" and "across"

group differences existed on the memory drawing task. A weighted means solution

was obtained to control for unequal cell means. Results of this analysis ale fuund

in Table 2.

Peru.s7e1 of Table 2 indicates thnt memory dra ing scores for normals and retardates

were significantly differenl; normals' performance on the memory drawing task wes

bnperior to that of retardates'. Post hoc tests using Dunn's procedure (Kirk,

3969) yielded significant mean differences at all.Chree intervals - immediate, on

week, and six months. Also noted is the fact that significant age effect was

present. In general, as age increL ed scores increased. Finally, a significant

maln effect for time was obtained. Drawings bccamel_ess representative of the

ireiginal configuration over the six-month period. Perusal of Table 1 suggests

that this loss greatest in the one-week to six-mouth interval. Multiple coa-

parsons among tha replication factor means support ehis observation; i.e, one-

week scores were significantly larger than six-month scores in both normals and

retardates.



TABLE 1

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NORMALS AND RETARDATES

-r011pS Drawing I 'Drawing II

X SD 1 R SD

16-20
ie

Fcle

2-16
Ynle
Female

8-12
nele
Female

Pe rdnte s

.16-20
Male
Female

12-16
Male
Female

8-12
Male

Drawing III I Reconstruction
X SD X SD

8.00 .00
7.60 .55

7.20 1.55
7.60 .52

6.25 1.83
6.63 1.69

5.43 2.64
4.80 2.86

5.00 2.62
4.80 2.49

4.25 2.12
2.63 2.33

7.43 .53
780 .45

5.80 2.04
7.80 .42

4.63 2.67
5.38 2.62

3.29 2.98
4.00 2.00

5.71 2.63 7.57
5.60 2.61 7.80

3.90 2.47 6.50
5.60 2.41 7.70

4.00 2.07 5.50
4.25 2.60 6.50

Reconstruction II
X SD

.53 5.57

.45 6.80
2.99
1.10

1.43 5.30
.48 7.10

2.00 4.00
2.27 5.75

1.29 .49 4.57 2.37
1.80 1.30 4.40 2.41

3.90 1.97 2.10 1.66 4.60
4.20 2.15 3.10 1.37 5.60

4.63 2.72 2.38 1.19 4.63
2.88 1.89 1.63 1.06 3.50

1.71
2.20

1.84 2.20
2.01 3.30

2.56 2.88
1.51 2.50

1.77
2.02

2.00
2.87

.95
1.30

1.87
1.25

.99
1.07



TABLE 2

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NORMALS AND RETARDATES - DRAWING

Source of variation SS df MS (N) F

Setween subects

A (Normal/Retardate) 66.34 1 499.55 77.81 *

B (Sex) .27 1 2.02

c (tge) 8.75 2 32.94 5.13 *

AB 1.59 1 11.99

C 3.35 2 12.62

BC 2.65 2 9.96

PBC 1.75 2 6.59

Error (between) 539.55 84 6.42

Wi lin subjects

R (Interval replicates ) 36.74 2 138.34 48.80 *

PR .04 2 .17

pa 1.21 2 4.54

CR 1.08 4 2.04

PER .29 2 1.09

ACR 2.83 4 5.33

BCR .45 4 .83

ABCR .30 4 .56

Error ithin 473.86 168 2.88

p< .01



Attempt was made to assess the reconstructive memory i.e., ability to reconstruct

original configuration from a random assortment of geometric figures - or n_

mols and retardates through use of a four-factor analysis of variance. Table 3

contains the results of this analysis. Again normal arl retardate differences ob-

tain.. Both post hoc tests indicated that these significant differences e isted on

Che initial and the six-month reconstruction. Similarly, the replication factor

reached significance; results set forth in Table I indicate sc res decreased as a

function of time.

Two findings in the reconstruction analyses were of interest. First, no significant

age differences were obtained. Younger and older subjects were equally able to per-

form the task. Secondly, the main effect of sex approached significance at the .05

level of confidence. Results of post hoc analyses indicicated that no significant

s.-N differences occurred in this taks at any of the three levels in normals or re-

trdares.

Tests for trends were carried out by sub-group (males and females of different a as)

to determine the best fitting function of the data. Results of these analys2c are

et forth in Table 4. Significant linear trends were obrained in nine of the twelve

teStS, indicating an inverse relationship between time (6-month period) and reten-

tion.

tiscussion

Present interest has centered on the investigation of the memory processes of nor-

mals and retardates. Piaget end his associates have proposed that memory is not

separate from, but an integral part of, intelligence. A child's representation of

the world is said to be dependent on his current level of cognitive developm t.

Henco, one wotild expect the representations of retardates to be less mature than



TABLE 3

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR NORMALS AND RETARDATES - RECONSTRUCTION

Sourc of Variation SS d/f MS (N)

Been subjects

A (Normal/Retardate) 45.38 1 241.67 84.99 *

(Sex)
2.11 1 15.91 3.95

(Age)
2.74 2 10.30

1.17 1 3.31

2.97 2 11.13

BC
.58 2 2.17

ATJC
1.26 2 4.75

Error

Within

(between

subjects

350.94 87 4.02

(Interval replicate 17.61 1 132.63 56.20 *

AR
.83 1 6.24

.34 1 2.57

CR
.66 2 2.50

Al3R
.00 1 .01

ACR .18 2 .69

B:711
.30 2 1.12

ABCR
.04 2 .17

Error thin) 205.58 87 2.36

* p < .01



TABLE 4

TESTS FOR TRENDS

Source df SS MS

NORMALS 16-20 - MALES

Linear Trend 1 1 .29 16.29 7.05 *

Deviation 13 33.71 2.59

Qdratic trend 1 1.52 1.52 .57

Dviation 12 32.19 2.68

NORMALS 12-16 - MALES

Linear trend 1 54.45 54.45 27.55

Deviation
19 37.55 1.98

Quadratic trend 1 0.42 0.42 0 0

Deviation 18 37.13 2.06

NORMALS 8-12 - MALES

Ituear trend
1 20.25 20.25 37 ;c*

Deviation 15 32.42 2.16

Quadratic tr nd 1 1.33 1.33 0.60

Deviation 14 31.08 2.22

NORMALS 16-20 - FEMALES

Linear trend 1 10.00 10.00 3.46

Deviation 9 26.00 2.89

Ouadratic trend 1 4.80 4.80 1.81

Deviation 8 21.20 2.65

NORMALS 12-16 - FEMALES

Linear trend 1 20.00 20.00 8,6/

Deviation 19 44.00 2.32

Quadratic trend 1 9.60 9.60 5.02 *

Deviation
18 34.40 1.91

NORMALS 8-12 - FEMALES

Linear trend
1 22.56 22,56 5.46

Deviation
13 56.77 3.78

Quadratic trend
1 0.02 0.02 0.01

Deviation
14 56.75 4C9



TABLE 4 - TEST FOR TRENDS (cont.)

Scurce df SS MS

RETARDATES - 16-20 - MALES

Linear trend 1 60.07 60.07 13.96 **

D2viation 13 55.93 4.30

Quadratic trend 1 0.02 0.02 0.01

D2viation 12 55.91 4.66

RETARDATES 12-16 - MALES

Linear trend 1 42.05 42.05 12.76 *1-

Deviation 19 62.62 3.30

Quadratic trend 1 0.82 0.82 0.24

Deviation 18 61.80 3.43

RETARDATES 8-12 - MALES

Linear trend 1 14.06 14.06 3 23

Deviation 15 65.27 4.35

Quadratic trend 1 9.19 9.19 2.29

D.2viaton 14 56.08 4.01

RETARDATES 16-20 - FEMALES

Linear trend
1 a.30 22.50 10.04 *

Deviation
9 ')O. 7 2.24

Quadratic Trend 1 1.63 1.63 0.71

Deviation 8 18.53 2.32

RETARDATES 12-16 - FEMALES

Linear trend 1 14 45 14.45 5.6

Deviation 19 48.22 2.54

Quadratic trend
0.42 0.42 0.16

Deviation 18 47.80 2.66

RETARDATES 8-12 - FEMALES

Linear trend 1 4.00 4.00 2.30

Deviation 15 24.00 1.60

Quadratic trend 1 3.00 3.00 2.50

Deviation 14 21.00 1,r0

.01



those of the no liat child of equivalent CA. Also, a direct relationship between

ae and memorability would be anticipated. Results of the present study tend to

confirm the above hypothesis. Normals were found to be superior to retardates on

the memory tasks; as age incr2ased memory drawings more closely approximated the

orieinal configuration. However, in the reconstruction phase of the investigation

no significant main effects for age were obtained. A ceiling effect may explain

this finding; i.e., the task was equally easy for both younger and older subjects.

The 7esult was anticipated since previous research had indicated that this abf.lity

was attained early in a child's life (Piaget, 1968). Thus, the current findings

support Piaget's assertion that there are developmental stages of memory. Recon-

structive memory systems (retrieval of information through use of cues) are devol-

oped prior to evocative systems (operationally defined by memory drawings).

A second hypothesis advanced by the Genevan School posits that since a child's rep-

resentation of the world depends on his current level of cognitive development his

memory drawings may mature as the time interval between initial and final recall

sessions increases. This hypothesis has found general support in studies Alt-

meyar et al. (1969) and Dahlem (1968; 1969). The reason that Ss in the present

study exhibited significant loss of memory may be that the task (dra ing from

memory without concrete cues) was too difficult for the group as a whole: i.e

they had not reached a level of operations which would allow them to utilize

:egies necessary for successful completion of the task. The problem presented

to the subjects required grouping and classification schemes which they may not

have acquired. Recent research by St phens et al. (in pr ss) suggests that these

processes may not be totally achieved until age 17 or above. Results of the recon-

struction phase of the research suggests that the subjects had actained a leeel oi

cognitive dtveIoprnent which allowed them to utilize schemes facilitating to ihis

task.



Th:2 rsu]ts of the iresent study were complEx. The significant main effect f r

nge was supportive of recent research which asserted the developmental natur of

m,.mory. In addition, there was mild support for Piaget1s proposal that memory an

1:vel of cognitive development are related: i.e., normals' perfo 'lance on the

me;-:.ory tasks was significantly superior to retardates'. H vever, r peeted measure

and trend analyses indicated an inverse relationship between time and recall.

nese results did not uphold earlier findings - findings that suggested that quali-

ty of recall increases as a function of time.

There is need for a more critical analysis of the relationship between memory and

operativity. Assessment of cognitive development at the time of recall (immediate,

one week, and six months) would be desirable. These analyses would determine the

validity of the Genevan proposal that an individual's level of cognitive develop-

ment influences his performance in a memory experiment.
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Includr irt the vast amount of literature flowing from the hand of Piaget and

Els collaborators in recent years is a variety of insightful studies dealir,g

mem ry. Piaget (1968) holds that memory is a special case of intellectual activi-

ty. applied to reconstruction of the-past rather than to knowledge of the present

or anticipation of the future. That is, memory performance is not simply deter=

7.)r one's perception or memtal image; operative scheme or mental operations

also influence the way in which a person understands and reme era certain con-

-Zigurntions (Inhelder, 1969). "Operations" are defined (Inhel , 1963) as ac-

izions - mental actions - which can be internalized and which nr- reversible; for

example, addition and subtraction are operations. A "scheme" is thel part of on

action that is transferable to the same situations when the reoccur or is- tt.nt_ra, :--

!_ra le to similar situations. Thus, operative schemes are active aetaL stru

17es which can be modified by assimilating information from environment or an-

eommodating to it. A visual stimulus is "decoded" in tc:rms of a person's exist-

I.n3 mental structures. Memory images are linked to operational schemer which

control the images and dominate the model perceived. Hence, "the memo-,:,- ira

is not a simple residue of the perception of the model, but rather a s:-ntbol

corresponds to the sllemes of the child (Inhelder, 1969, p. 343)." What happens

C nduate students at Temple University who participated in the study Innlude

Susan Henry
Stanley Rude
Libby Goodman
Angelo Merola
Stanley Hamburger

Lee Weiderholt
Morris Peterkin
Maureen Pruitt
Helene Gerstein



(,hen the Alild is asked to reconstruct (draw) something soon ence after an

period of time is indicative of, and a function of, -rogress in opera-

onal thinking.

7n order to test the hypothesis thnt the memory code depends on the individunl's

cl,e-yntiens and that this code is modified during cognitive development - depend-

-n, nt iy given moment on the person's operational level - Pisget (1968) pre-

a group of children (CA 3-8) with a card on ohich had been glu-,d 10 sticks

rnaged vertically in order of decreasing length. The children were instructed

) %,,ok nt the sticks closely becnuse they would be asked to remember them later.

AZcer ono week, and without again seeing the array of sticks, the chiloren were

d to drail what they hod seen. A second s t of drawings was collected after

ci months; agn n the children dret, from memory: they were not presented the

serla,ed st ks. A comparison of the one-week and six-months drawings shewt_d

74% improvement in recall nfter six months for whole group, CA 1.e

wheit sL-month drawings were compered with one-week drawings 90% improvement.

occuzrod for those children between the ages of five and eight. These rauit

7,,are confirmed in a second experiment conducted by Piaget (using a slightly more

5-fric.1) arrangement of sticks), and were later replicated by Altemeyer, ultun

and Bernay (1969). Piaget interprets these results as lending support to the

1:;pothecis that the m-mory age reflects the subject's assimilntion bch.etres

(the way iu which he understands the model), and that development of e-:atites

explain the progress of memory.

in describing his results, Pi-net stated that children in 'the 6-7 year ae range

correctly represented the seriated array of sticks rdared, by size and with

about the correct number of sticks). Subjects in the 5-6 year age range bad

drawings xe:Ich showed the correct o(31-4.nt on of sticks. 'Jut nume of sticka



acomplete. TFor tho 4-5 year group the tendency was to seo the array dichnt-

-ausly - big nd little sticku only; for those in the 3-4 year age range drawin;!,

Isunily con isted of a number of sticks of equal length. This system 0-2= mental

rep-zoduction rouE:hly corresponds to the development of seriation as related

curtber aonception (Piaget, 1992; Elkind, 1968). Piaget found three sta3es

he I:resented children with a bundle of 10 sticks of varying lengths:

Sra:f40 (global): at approximately CA 4, children are generally able only

tn oeriate a small number of sticks (3-4).

SarT:e 2 (intuitive representn n): at approximately CA 5, the corre t

ner.Lation cati be constructed, but only after much trial and rror.

Str (operational concept): usaally at CA 6-7 the child is able to

seriate the sticks correctly, as tae relational concept involved (seriation)

has become internalized, and assums the characteristics of logical opera.-

La r-hort, the y anger child is perceptually bound to the array whereas the old..1r

ehii,1 operates conceptually: .he heJ abstracted a principle and.....ern

%-=nerate the patterned array through mtmory of a simple rule, ratTor than through

.:rnmery of the whole array (Altemeyer, et al., 1969)."

nus schemes or processes of seriation form a "code" for meprizing Che a-,7rn; al

st.ich.s, and the supposed relation betweea operative aspects ef ,ngnitien ooticcs

or oerat-Zols) and figurative aspects pa ce ti-2,a and mental imagery)

tained. In the six-month interval before the second drawing was requebted, C3- 2

shewo, or mental operations of serintica developed and were modified through

spontaneous functioning as the child intAtrae:ed with his eaviroaxGnt g. en-

countered and handled objects of differeing sizes), which accountz ter the

servation and/or improvement in the rep-zesented rental ilung-;.



the present pilot study normals and retardates were compared in their ability

draw p oduce) ten seriated sticks after intervals of one week nod s=_.-

--onths. Interest was not merely in replicating the work of Piaget with the

t ral sc_mple, but in determin ng whether the same pattern of improvement is

7oend ia the retarded. Research (Inhelder, 1968, Stephens, Miller & Mc7.aughlin,

1969) has shown that the retarded undergo the same processes of development but

slever rate than normals and that the retarded tend to become fixated at

wider levels of reasoning. Given this slower tempo of development, how .ill 1be

;:orarded perform on similar tasks involving memory and mental image dote:-

the role of physical maturation and amount of environmental interactin in

area of me ory, the retarded subjects were compared with normal subject3 of

equiv_l nt MA. It was the hypothesis that the retarded, in spite of greatr

CA s, would not differ significantly from normal subjects of equivalent M on

tha initial (one-week) memory drawing, but that they would not show the same

improvement following a six-month interval.

.".ETHODOLOGY

:7ample: The sample was composed of 35 mentally retarded subjects, CA 5-13,

MA 3-6 (determined by the Stanford-Binet and WISC), and 35 normal subjects, CA

airi AL 3-6. Mentally retarded subjects were the total number of resider

at ancroft School (Haddonfield, N. J.) and Woods school (Lannorne, Penna.) -oho

were enrolled in pre-school classes. Normal subjects were randomly drawu from

children enrolled in pre-school programs at Newtown Friends School (newton,

ano a Head-Start class at Temple University (Philadelphia, Pa.).

Procedure: Subjects were shown "ndividually) a cord on z;hicL ha4 nn

the ten sticks arranged in order of Jecrensing 4agth . livit was pi.a id oa



tha length of time the children were permitted to view the card. instructioas

Tre to study the array closely becnuse they would be questioned on it nt a

:!_ner time. One week later, and again at six months, memory drawing. of ,7he

st-t.cks were solicited from each subject. Because performance involved rar;om

irrelevant drawings as well as the progression from equ lities to a seriation

two to four or more sticks reported by Piaget, a simple one to five scorinc4

sytem was devised:

1 = no response (blank page)

2 = random or irrelevant

3 = some indication of seriation

4 = seriation but incomplete (less than four sticks)

5 = correct seriation wjth five or more sticks drawn

Ini;er-rater reliability of .98 was obtained on scoring of dra ings by two juges,

Data Analysis and Results: Because of the small sample s z- a non-parnmetric

of significance (Wilcoxon Matched-Paird signed-Rank Test; Runyon and !iz

1967) was used in comparing the performn ce of the two gr ups. The r-tn r

set forth in Table 1.
INSERT TABLE 1

Review of these data indicates:

von of the normals who showed improvement increased by only one pot.

(three increased from '2' to '3', one from '3' to '4', an0 dr.jee from

'4' to '5'); one subject increased from '3' to '5'; and one sul-=ject went

from '1' to '5'.

- improvement of the five retardates involved n one-point increase in each

case (one oubject increased from '1' to '2'; one from '3' '4':

three from '2' to '3').



-

- of the 12 normals who showed a decrease in performance, six reduced rheir

scor bY only one point, three by two points, one by three points, and

two by four points.

- three of the retardates decreased by one point, five by two points,

three by three points, and one by four points.

- differences in performance at one week between normals and reta-date'3

were not significant (T-99); differences in performance (T=139) at the

end of six months were significant at the .05 level Wilcoxon Signed-Ra

e2fect scores (5) on the one week dr wing were obtained by 12 normals and

etnrdates. At the end of six months, ten normals and three retardatts neored

p8rfectly. The mean scores for the total sample (35 normnls, 35 retardates) cn

t4:? one-week drawings were: norm Is, 3.43; retardates, 2.97. Tho mean snorcs

at the end of six months were: normals, 3.'1; retardates, 2.37.

Mann scores for the three age groups of nor nls and the three age groups of ce-

tardates for pe formance at the end of one week and at th- end of six months

presented in Table 2.

INSERT TABLE 2
-

When the Wilcoxen Signed-Rank Test is used to compare performance of normals

and retnrdates at the MA 3 level statistically significant differences

found nt the end of one week or at the end of six months. At MA 4 a d 3 dif.fe-

ences between the two groups are not sifnificant on the one-waek drawlmg?

drawings by normals at the end of six months are significantly superior (.0v.i)

to those of retardates.

The data seem to suggest that significant improvevaent ove:: time does rc:t

Tahnfmc. RA is. ln!lq. th-,11 nxs. tL



fret, performance decreases in all instances except in normals of MA 6. Al-

th,:.ugh the increase in the mean score is only .25 for normals MA 6, the minimal

score serves to suggest that schemes which, according to Piaget, promote im-

provement in perfor nnce are being initiated. If this is true, a similar

study which uses subjects MA 6-8 should reveal significant improvement between

the six to eight-year age levels. The results would confirm the findings of

P:9get (1968) and Alte- yer, et al. (1969). What the present findings appear

to indicate is that provement does not occur prior to the development of ai

understanding of serintion which, as previously noted (Pinget, 1952; Elkind,

1968), occurs in normals at approximately six to seven years of nge.

S.U.IMARY

5:4nificant improvement did not occur in performance of normal or retarded

subjects of MA 3-6 when scores for drawing_ which occurred one week after

viewing seriated sticks were compared with drawings at the end of six menthc,

nwever, the fact that there was slight improvement at the end of six zw-mt!-:

for normal subjects of MA 6 (4.75 to 5.00) gives some indic tion that ." a-

of seriation are being established.

Despite the fact that the three groups of retardates and three groups of nor-

was were of equal MA (MA 3, MA 4-5, MA 6) the performance of the normp!ls ex-

ceeded that of the retardates (mean scores ) on all but the ML1. 3 level. Th

suegests that the functioning of retardates MA 4 and above is net c.mpo,rabl

to normals of equal NA in the area of memory and mental imagery. Ad ition:.1

experience afforded by increased CA does not seem to benefit the peforma

of the retarded in these areas.

The mea.1 scores at the three MA levels, three, f-lui-to-five, s x:

consitent improv ment among the rorma7s ith in:xpased ae on bo.h wek



lnd six month drawings. At one week scores for retordetes showed Fdight improv-

.,c:nt across MA's; by comparison, retardates' drawings at the end of six months

were practically static: i e very little or no improvement occurred ,)crc s

,ge ranges. There is the suggestion that conditions present in the menra11 7 re-

c,Arded preclude the improvement noted in normals of equivalent MA.
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TABLE 1

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ONE-WEEK AND SIX-MONTH SCORES

Inc ense Same Decrease

Normols 9 14 12 - 5

Betarderes 5 18 12 35

TABLE 2

SCORES ON DRAWINGS FOR NORMALS AND RETARDATES

Sample Ore-Week Mean Six Month Meaa

Normals 9 2.56 2,11

Retardates 9 2.89 2.33

Normals 22 3,50 3 18

Retardates 22 2.95 2-40

Normals 4 4.75 5,00

Retardates 4 3.25 2.25
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